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dispenser
Virtually
unbreakable! think...

Better than any S85
plastic dispenser! But only S52.S50r
Here it is, the best value ever offered in reagent
dispensers. The tough REPIPET ii reflects more than
14 years of L/i's experience in liquid dispensing-your
best assurance of quality and performance. All REPIPET II
dispensers feature the use of fluorocarbon and extra-thick
borosilicate glass for strength and durability. They're
tough lab workhorses, virtually impossible to break.
Note the 100-division scales, printed where they should
be-on the glass barrel, not on an elastic plastic! L/l's
exclusive sturdy magnifying indicator is a further aid to
precise volume settings.
L/t guarantees accuracy of 1.5% full scale and 0.2%
reproducibility for all REPIPET Ii dispensers. They are
suitable for use with all laboratory reagents (except HF).

(Although TEFZEL® plastic and TEFLON® plastic are chemically
inert to all laboratory reagents, slight distortions may occur
at autoclaving temperatures and with some strong solvents.)
*REPIPET 11 dispensers are offered in three popular
sizes, 5, 10, and 20 ml. Price of 5 and 10 ml
units is $52.50; 20 ml, $58.50.
To order, contact your distributor. For literature, write,
call or circle the reader service number below.

what do you really know
about the President's
National Energy Plan?
The Proceedings of the Conference on National Energy Policy, sponsored by
AAAS, Carnegie Institution of Washington and the MITRE Corporation, will
help you understand the overall impact of
the NEP on the economy, on conservation
and on the environment. Find out what
the country's leading independent experts
in the field of energy policy, economics
and technology really have to say about
President Carter's National Energy Plan
as it relates to
*
*
*

*

the energy gap
international implications
governmental responsibility
import limitation strategy
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Durable TEFZELR'
sleeve protects
instrument against
breakage.
Accurate settings. 100-division scales
are printed right on the rugged glass
barrel. (You can set a 10 ml instrumen
accurately to 10 microliters.)

For your copy of

The Proceedings of the Conference
on National Energy Policy
send your name and address plus $6.00
(AAAS members $5.40) to

Exclusive

magnifying indicator
further enhances

setting accuracy.

AAAS Dept. N2
1515 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20005.
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